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Introduction

I Question 1: What descriptive facts of Kartvelian
phonetics/phonology are poorly understood/not studied at all?

I Question 2: What are phonetic and phonological properties
of Kartvelian that bear broader implications for
phonetics/phonological theory?

I Question 3: What can we do about it?
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Introduction

I Paper

https://bit.ly/2x7eupg



Consonants

bilab. l.-d. dent. alveo. post-al. pal. vel. uvul. glot.
stop ph, b, p’ th, d, t’ kh, g, k’ q, q’ P
affricate ţ, dz, ţ’ Ù, Ã, Ù’
nasal m n
tap/trill R/r
fricative v s, z S, Z X, K h
approx. j
lat. appr. l



Vowels

front central back
high i (y) u

open-mid E (œ) @ O
low (æ) A



Phonetics

I Question: Descriptive facts?

I But not only descriptions — how can we use South Caucasian
for phonetics and phonological theory?

I Experimental work

I Problem: Elaborate phonetic studies mainly in Georgian
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Voicing

I Georgian stops

bilabial dental velar
voiced b d g
ejective p’ t’ k’
voiceless aspirated ph th kh

I Voiced series of stops

I Voiceless unaspirated or voiced?

I Shosted and Chikovani 2006, Žgent’i 1956, Butskhrikidze
2002, Vicenik 2010

I Cues vs. realization
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Voicing

I 12 speakers of Georgian

I Each 225 tokens of voiced stops (all three places of
articulation), 2,700 tokens altogether

I CVCVDV in a carrier phrase



Voicing

I [abi]

a closure VOT i

Time (s)

21.18 21.34
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Voicing

I [abi]

a closure VOT i

Time (s)

20.63 20.75



Voicing

I Inter-speaker variation

I Intra-speaker variation: very little

I Only description useless

I Crucial question: DISTRIBUTION

I Does distribution of voicing/partial voicing correlate with
properties of voiceless aspirated and ejective stops?

I If so, how?

I Is the distribution dialectal?

I Other factors?



Voicing

I Potential for a broader study: correlations of voicing and
other features of stops



Stops in Georgian

I VOT
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Stops in Georgian

I VOT
VOT is significantly longer in voiceless aspirated stops
compared to ejective stops (β = 36.1 ms, t = 9.8, df = 11,
p < 0.0001) and significantly shorter in voiced stops
compared to ejective stops (β = −18.1 ms, t = −6.7, df =
11, p < 0.0001) at the means of all other predictors.



Stops in Georgian

I Closure
“Closure duration is shorter for voiced stops compared to
ejective stops (β = −5.0 ms, t = −3.3, df = 20, p < 0.01)
and longer for voiceless aspirated stops than for ejective stops
(β = 3.7 ms, t = 3.0, df = 17, p < 0.01) at the means of
other predictors.” (Beguš 2017)

I This difference in closure durations between ejective and
voiceless aspirated stops is, to my knowledge, reported for the
first time in Beguš (2017), not just for Georgian, but for
ejective stops in general.



Aspiration

I All stops in Georgian are post-aspirated

I VOT

Time (s)
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Aspiration
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Aspiration

I VOT of velar stops significantly greater than alveolar. No
significant difference between alveolars and labials.



Dissimilation of aspirates

I Relevant for discussion in phonetics

I Long-distance dissimilation of aspiration (Garrett and Johnson
2013, Garrett 2014, Jatteau and Hejná 2015)

I Th ... Th > Th ... T or T ... Th

I What are mechanisms of this dissimilation?

I Perception? Hypercorrection?

I Gradual or catastrophic?

I Motor-planning errors (Garrett 2014)

I Aberystwyth English (Jatteau and Hejná 2015) and Halh
dialect of Mongolian (Svantesson and Karlsson 2012)



Stops in Georgian

I Nonce words

I rubVxCy i and votVxCy i

I VxCy =

bilabial dental velar
Aph Ath Akh

Eph Eth Ekh

Oph Oth Okh
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Stops in Georgian

I Gradual phonetic dissimilation operates on two aspirated stops
even if both of them are post-aspirated

I To my knowledge, such gradual dissimilation of post-aspirated
stops is reported for the first time

I This means that aspiration dissimilation is likely a gradual
process caused by motor control in speech production, rather
than a result of perceptual hypercorrection



Vowel duration before ejectives

I Vowels are longer before voiced stops than before voiceless
stops

I E.g. mad vs. mat

I Longer before aspirated stops (“aspiration effect”, Durvasula
2014)

I No studies measuring vowel duration before ejective stops



Explanations

I Several explanations:

a) fortis-lenis distinction: voiceless stops are “fortis” which
means that articulatory closure has to onset earlier

b) closure gesture: “strong closure gesture” of voiceless stops is
achieved more rapidly because which results in shorter vowel
duration

c) laryngeal features: vowels are longer before voiced stops
because it takes longer to activate laryngeal features necessary
for voicing

d) timing: if expenditure of energy is constant, then vowel before
voiced stops (which are shorter) should be longer and
vice-versa

e) perception: vowel duration is exploited by speaker to
maximize the contrast between closure duration difference of
voiced vs. voiceless stops: short closure is perceived as even
shorter after a longer vowel.



Experiment

I 12 speakers of Georgian

I 675 nonce words
Transcription
masVxCx i
raxVxCxa
vešVxCxo
nisVxCxu
rošVxCxe
vaxVxCxo
mexVxCxa
zuxVxCxu
žixVxCxe
naxVxCx i
nosVxCxa
lasVxCxu

lixVxCxe
lušVxCxo
mǐsVxCx i
lesVxCxa
mepVxCxe
rubVxCx i
xup’VxCxo
votVxCx i
lidVxCxu
mut’VxCxa
sokVxCxa
vegVxCxu
šuk’VxCxo



Experiment

bilabial dental velar
plain voiced Ab Ad Ag

voiceless aspirated Aph Ath Akh

ejective Ap’ At’ Ak’

bilabial dental velar
plain voiced Eb Ed Eg

voiceless aspirated Eph Eth Ekh

ejective Ep’ Et’ Ek’

bilabial dental velar
plain voiced Ob Od Og

voiceless aspirated Oph Oth Okh

ejective Op’ Ot’ Ok’



Stops in Georgian
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Stops in Georgian
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Stops in Georgian
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Stops in Georgian
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Stops in Georgian

I Ejection effect: Vowels are shorter before voiceless stops
than before ejectives and longer before voiced stops than
before ejective stops

I Duration: positive correlation

I LARYNGEAL EFFECT



Phonetics of other languages

I Tested also on Mingrelian

I But: one speaker, Mingrelian with grandparents



Phonetics of other languages

I Detailed phonetic analyses: Laz, Mingrelian, Svan?

I Melikishvili et al. (2011)

I The results suggest that exact phonetic realization of ejective
stops differs across dialects and languages, although no
detailed statistical analyses are presented in their study.

I The longest VOT was measured in Svan with 49 ms and
shortest in Gurian dialect or standard Georgian measured at
26 and 25 ms (Melikishvili et al. 2011)

I The potential to shed light on the long-standing discussion of
ejective stop typology (Kingston 2005,

I Žgent’i 1956, Imnadze 1981

I Recordings? Fieldwork?
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Phonology

I Which aspects of Kartvelian phonology are poorly understood?

I Which aspects of Kartvelian phonology could bring further
insights into phonological theory?



Georgian

C+stop C+fricative
voiced voiceless ejective voiced voiceless ejective

bg phkh p’k’ bG phx p’X’
dg thkh t’k’ dG thx t’X’
dzg ţhkh ţ’k’ dzG ţhx ţ’X’
Ãg Ùhkh Ù’k’ ÃG Ùhx Ù’X’

skh zG sx
Skh ZG Sx

Georgian harmonic clusters (from Butskhrikidze 2002: 103)



Clusters in Georgian

I Chitoran (2002) articulatory study

I Different degrees of overlap between harmonic/non



Clusters in Georgian

I Perception vs. production

I Historical origin of harmonic clusters



Mingrelian

I Elaborate cluster phonotactics

I Four groups

A sonorant r, n
B coronal d, t’, th, dz, ţ’, ţh, Ã, Ù’, Ùh, s, z, S, Z
C dorsal g, kh, k’, G, x, q’
D sonorant v

Harris 1991, based on Gudava and Gamkrelidze 1981

I abcd

I Restrictions

I *b...bc or *bc...b

I *bc1...bc2: No non-identical bc clusters within a word

I OCP or perceptually motivated?

I What is the motivation?



Svan

I Clusters finally vs. initially

I Tuite 2004: axeqwsg ‘you stole up on sb’

I xosgwZ

I Epenthesis in initial clusters

I What is phonetic realization of these clusters?

I w or a spirant obligatory in final clusters?
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Mingrelian

I Harris 1991:234

I /m, b, p, p’/ → [n] / -C

I [k’oč-ep-i] vs. [k’oč-en-k]

I Not completely regular: what’s the distribution

I *[pC] >> Ident-IO(place), Ident-IO(nas)



Mingrelian

I *[pC]?

I Does /m, b, p, p’/ → [n] / -C occur only word-finally?

I [pk] not a legit cluster, but [ps] is

I [ps] word-finally?

I Cues for Mingrelian syllabification

I TT. illicit in the same syllable?

I But: #pC initially

I Not, [pk], [ps]?

I Certain TT. illicit in the same syllable?



Mingrelian

I Final vowel apocope + epenthesis

I /gegnvoPoti/ → [gegnvoPot]

I /Pvil@nc/ → [Pvil@nc@] (Kipshidze 1914, Khubua 1937)

I Distribution?

I Poorly understood, but opposite processes



Laz

I /mkjapu-pe-k/ → [mkjaupek]
/op’ţ’op-up-t/ → [op’ţ’oupt]
/bÃiraminonja/ → [bÃiamionja]
(Holisky 1991, based on Kartozia 1968)

I VC1VC1 → VVC1

I Khopa subdialect in Sarpi (Holisky 1991)

I OCP � Max



Laz

I Lacroix 2009: n-insertion, m-insertion
dixa ∼ ndixa
taro ∼ ntaro
gresta ∼ ngresta
ko-do-skid-u ∼ ko-ndo-skid-u

I Many cases in Lacroix 2009

I Initially, internally, before labial and velar stop/affricate

I Unclear distribution

I Unclear origin

I Unclear motivation
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Laz

I r-deletion: r ∼ y ∼ ∅
I Lacroix 2009: r-epenthesis

k’abaeti ∼ k’abareti, Turkish kabahat



Svan

I Spontaneous nasalization reported in Schmidt 1991, but not
much details are given

I k’ämp’ for k’äp’

I k’wank’wal, k’wak’wiay

I p’amindor

I Dialectal



Svan

I Labiovelarization of initial w-



Svan

I Suffixal /w/ metathesizes

I /xw-re:ka/ → [rwe:ka]

I In some dialects the metathesis occurs to the second
consonant
/xw-rekar/ → [rekwar]
Tuite 2004

I What’s the distribution?
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Future directions
I What can we do?
I Qualitative descriptions not enough



Future directions
I High quality field recording
I Ask speakers to produce words with phonological material

we’re interested in
I WUG tests — made up words
I Descriptions are not enough
I 300–400USD



Future directions

I 44.1 kHz

I 16 bit sampling

I Echo is the worst enemy



Future directions

I 20–20,000 Hz
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I Experimental work



Future directions

I E.g. I want to know about /xosgwZ/

I Make speakers produce /xosgwZ/

I /xw-t’ix-e/ → [t’wixe] ‘I return it’ (Tuite 1997)

I What happens with /xw-WUG-e/

I /xw-rekar/ → [rekwar]

I How about /xw-makan/

I Shows whether a process is productive
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I Experigen or similar interface (Becker and Levine 2014)

I Easy to program

I Answers question: what is really phonological grammar in
these languages?

I Word-acceptability judgments
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I E.g. I want to know whether /tkh...sx/ is prohibited

I Lexicon disallows it, but is this accidental gap?

I /tkhasxa/

I Is this a good word of Mingrelian?

I How good is this word? Rate 1-5

I /dG...Skh/ how about /dGaSkha/?

I Compare these with real sequences, but nonce words
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Future directions

I More advanced articulatory techniques

I EGG, ultrasound



Future directions

I Please contact me at begus@uw.edu with

I Questions, comments
I Questions about recording equipment, techniques, acoustic

analysis
I Paper on Caucasian phonetics and phonology:
https://bit.ly/2x7eupg

I Ideas for projects, collaborations
I Students interested in working on Caucasian

phonetics/phonology
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